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About This Game

Take a fantastical journey across the kingdom. Solve quests, collect rare artifacts, build upgrades, and even craft new items!
Traverse huge levels in search of the items needed to overcome obstacles. Find keys to unlock treasure chests, use mighty power-

ups, and solve mind-bending puzzle challenges in this innovative new match-3 experience!
Delve into the deepest caves of the kingdom to collect the rare silver holly plants to save the King's life!

Silver Tale takes the match-3 genre to the next level!

Features:

Explore huge levels.

Build dozens of upgrades across the kingdom.

Discover hundreds of items and solve quests.

Craft your own items at the local blacksmith!

Earn tokens to spend at the casino for bonus items.

Daily login rewards!
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Beautiful orchestral soundtrack.

Fully-voiced characters!
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Great concept, but seems to be behind the times when it comes to VR mechanics, motion controls, UI, etc. It has a long way to
go to get up to speed with industry standards. I really hope it pulls through though because it has a great, unique take on escape
the room. I am only recommending it because of this and forgiving all the issues I expereinced while playing it because of early
access.. This game scratched that Mischief Makers itch I've had for a while. While you can't shake enemies, you can Spider
Man Rena through levels. The mechanics are simple but give the player a lot of little mechanics for getting around the stages
and obstacle, such as wall jumping, teathering yourself to a wall to walk up or down it, letting go of a grapple mid swing to get
more distance and so on. Your only way of attacking is grabbing foes or items from the level and hucking them at your enemies
but it doesn't need more than that.

The story is simple and cute with a lot of funny moments and a colorful cast of characters (Pine probably being my favorite). As
I kinda hinted at this game takes inspiration from Mischief Makers but thankfully isn't as hard in my opinion. You don't have to
do odd obsucre tasks to see this games ending (though you are graded at the end of each stage and it is fun to replay them for
higher grades or achievements)

This is probably the best platformer I have played this year, I highly recommend it.. A really solid RPG with a unique world and
a great soundtrack. If you can past the pretty clunky controls and frustratingly bad combat, there is a lot to enjoy from this
game.. Awesone game. Wish it had more modes like chasing a score or reach a target. I also would like to face fast bowling.
Sometimes the ball bounces too high, over my head.
Lets see how this game deveopes. They need to fix the hit box using the knife and other than that so far so good.. Very difficult,
not imbalanced, requires a bit of hard work and dedication. Overall very fun way to pass time.. A great sequel to the Tomb
Raider reboot. Graphic and gameplay wise it's an improvement. Story wise, it's still weak but it has some cool moments. The
main thing that sucks is that the endurance co-op is broken with huge lag or players getting a black screen. Get it on sale to play
through the story but I wouldn't recommend bothering with the co-op aspect which is one of the reasons it took me a while to
write this review.. I have lost myself & found my vision
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Good old Draw Rider. I played it a lot on the phone, which is cool now on the computer. On the big screen is convenient to draw
your levels with the mouse. Developers, please make it possible to share the creation of objects with other players.
Overall, 9/10.. Pro\/con list is broken down below...

Pros:
- Fun gameplay, unique concept
- Controls are smooth, responsive, and feel good.
- Decent graphics and atmosphere, seems to be optimized well

Cons:
- Game is too short, and even though it was advertised as so, there either should be a couple more areas to make the game feel
bigger or each area should be expanded upon to be made more difficult (AI improvements, see next point).
- AI could be better: poor detection even while not sneaking, their patrol routes should be more complex (too many stationary
guys, not enough challenge), enemy gives up on chasing you too quickly, and upon giving up they just resume their normal
route. Instead they should search for the player (a la Dishonoured).
- There should be a final boss of some sort. Maybe the last enemy could have increased health (so you don't insta-kill it, or can
fire faster).

Overall, I will recommend it, but there is definitely room for improvement. 6\/10. Last Days of Old Earth is probably the most
polished and finished Early Access game I've played. Also, I just found out that it is based on Armageddon Empires. Well I
tried Armageddon Empires demo ages ago and while I could see that it is a great game, I just could not get into it at that time
because the game was quite complicated and the manual very dense. I put it aside and intended to give it another try sometime
in the future when I was ready to invest the time that was required to learn it.

Well from looking over the AE manual again I can see that Last Days of Old Earth is indeed based on Armageddon Empires,
but it is such an improvement, not only with its advanced graphics, but it is a great improvement in how easy it is to learn the
game. The tutorial is great, the UI is great. Gameplay is of course great. I think LDoOE will be a hit because it is really
something special!. What do you have in your head when the phrase visual novel? Another anime is a compilation of pictures,
right? But it is quite another! It's brutal, interesting story about pirates! Dash surround and the characters look almost like the
real thing. If you love visual novels and want something new, then this game is for you.. doesnt work.
. fun and easy to play n chilling. Pretty Good. Alot more depth than that other Game Developer Sim but it doesn't have the same
charm. I haven't played it long enough to determine if the endgame is worth the trade off but so far I would rate the experience
as being on par with that other game.
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